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I. HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION 
Let me start by trying to place the rather exciting present 

moment in the general context of the search for the fundamental 
constituents of matter. The history of high energy physics can 
be naively told, I believe, as the alternating success or fail
ure of a principle that we do ftot yet understand: lepton-hadron 
symmetry. At times the number of leptons *nd of "fundamental” 
strongly interacting fermions have coincided, at times there 
have been more of one or of the other. In Table I, I list the 
approximate dates and generally accepted fundamental fermions in 
times of symmetry and asymmetry.

TABLE I
The Rise and Fall of Lepton-Hadron Symmetry 

(or the History of Elementary Particle Physics)
Times of Symmetry Times of Asymmetry

Leptons Hadrons Leptons Hadrons
(1) e P (2) (p,n)

л-1920 1932
131 fv,e> lp,n) 141 iv...) lp,n)

<VU| 7! , К f Л , . .
1933 •4940-1960

15,N M
(6) <v«> lu,d)

(e,uj [п,л] <»„•»> s
19 59 1964

(7) (ve,e) (u.d)
. fc,s)

1964
1970 (GIM)

In the 1920 's (Table I, entry 1) life could not be simpler: there 
were one lepton» the electron, and one hadron, the proton.
The simplicity was soon spoiled by Chadwick's discovery of 
the neutron (entry 2) . why were there s o  r . a n u particles and 
were they all equally elementary? These questions, that we now 
remember with a nostalgic smile, were immediately in the mind 
of physicists. Another question that remains as mysterious as 
ever, is: why do the proton and neutron have approximately the 
same mass? Lepton-hadron symmetry with a two-to-two score was 
soon restored by Pauli, who in 1933 postulated the neutrino 
(entry 3). With the advent of accelerators and cosmic-ray 
physics (entry 4) all hell broke loose. Not only were there 
two extra leptons that nobody had ordered (the muon and its 
neutrino) but the family of hadrons became so numerous as to 
suggest the possibility of nuclear democracy, 1 in complete con
trast to the aristocratic lepton world. Some hope for symmetry 
was expressed in 1959, before the discovery of two kinds of 
neutrinos, when Marshak and Sudarshan2 (entry 5) emphasized 
the so-called ‘'Kiev" symmetry between the constituents of the 
Sakata model (р,п»Л) and the three leptons (v,e,u). Simplicity 
resurfaced in the hadron world with the advent of the quark 
model3 (1964, entry 6). There were now only three fundamental 
hadrons: up, down and strange quarks, but the symmetry between 
leptons and hadrons was not there. To restore it, in the number 
of particles and in the form of the weak current, Harau and in
dependently, Bjorken and Glashow* introduced an extra quark, 
the star of this conference: the charmed quark (entry 7). Many

(че.е! (u»d>
(vy,u) (c,s)
(?,U_) ?

1975-19 76



other authors considered the possibility of new hadromc quantum 
numbers besides strangeness,* but the idea of cf.arn became a 
corpeLlinu theoretical necessity within ar. attractive framework 
tthe quark model) only after the 1970 work of Glashow, Iliopoulos 
and Matar.i.’ These authors proved that charm was necessary to 
explain the enormous observed suppression of weak strangeness 
changing neutral currents, both in the old Ferrci theory and in 
gauge theories that at the time were only hoped to be renormal- 
izable. We may still be lingering in entry 7, or perhaps on our 
way to entry 8, since there is evidence for the discovery of a 
new charged heavy lepton at SPEAR® and controversial evidence 
(to be discussed below) for more than four quarks. Given Table I, 
perhaps one does not need to be a science fiction writer to fore
cast the future.

In the more recent history we have witnessed a fantastic 
change of pace in the rate of search and discovery. As of the 
previous conference of this series (London. July 1974) there 
were three important pieces of news;’

i) Weak neutral currents exist,
it) There may be neutrino-induced prompt dimuons.' At the

time the statistics (two events) was not overwhelming, 
lii) The ratio ot hadron to S annihilation cross sec

tions in e% collisions seemed to increase linearly. 
Fortunately wren?, in spite of the pleasure that some 
(an)mhilists drew from the theoretical awe at this 
disconcerting fact.

A very sKinny list of news from the London to the Tbilisi 
conference suffices to give an idea of the explosion that our
field has witnessed in the last two years:

i) It all started with the November ’74 Revolution (a true 
American Revolution \:-.is time): the simultaneous dis
covery of J/ii> at Brookhaven18 and SLAC, 11 and of at 
SLAC. 13

ii) The discovery of DESY of a positive charge conjugation
state, Pcl3.5l" in the monochromatic > ray decays of v'.

iii) The confirmation of Pc(3.5j at SLAC, followed by Che
discovery of three more states of the same kind 
>(3. 4 , 3 . 45, 3. 55) . :i'li 

iv) The accumulating evidence for yet another state X(2.65)’b'‘7
at DESY, in the decays of both v and i b ' . Items i) to
iv) are evidence for the "charroonium" (or, at l e a s t ,  

"onium") interpretation of the new heavy particles,
v) The observation at SLAC of the long-awaited hadronic

jets predictfcd by parton modelers.18
vi) The evidence, from a plurality of neutrino experiments,и

that the weak neutral currents conform to the predictions
of the Weinberg-Salam model a and not to the "strictly 
vectorlike"71 models where the neutral currents conserve 
С and P.

vii) The confirmation in several laboratories of the existence
of neutrino-induced prompt dilepton events, as well as 
the observation of u~e К events.14

viii) The discovery of a single as * -£.Q neutrino-induced event

at Brookhaven.“ Items vii) and viii) are indirect but 
inescapable evidence for a new hadronic quantum number, 
conserved by the strong and electromagnetic interactions•

ix) The discovery at SPEAR of a narrow object Da( 1865) decay
ing into K- and Ktttttt !> and of its charged partner D+, de

caying into a final state with exotic quantum num- 
bers.N These are extremely likely to be the lightest 
non-strange charmed pseudoscalars (see Section III-9) . 

xi The observation at DESY of Ke coincidences in e+e anni
hilation̂  that, like item ix), are evidence for charm.

Tne theoretical headlines concerning the new particles in the 
span of time from London to Tbilisi are not so many:
l) Nobody has come up with a theory c l e a r l y  superior (either

theoretically or phenomenologically) to the “standard 
model" (Section II), though alternatives exist (Section V).

ii) Practically all experimental discoveries had been antici
pated by the (four-quark) standard model (Section III).

iii) Quark believers, whether bound or unbound, can no longer
be considered a bunch of religious fanatics,

iv) Although the standard model seems to be at least part of 
"the truth", we may already have indications (i.e., heavy 
leptons*) that life is not so simple.

Because the standard model has played and still plays such an 
important role in our theoretical understanding of the new 
particles and related phenomena (i.e. neutral currents), it be
hooves me to describe it once again in a schematic manner.

II. THE STANDARD MODEL OF NEARLY EVERYTHING
II-l. Brief Technical Description

The fundamental constituents of matter are fermions: non- 
strongly interacting leptons and strongly interacting quarks.
All forces between them ure mediated by gauge vector bosons.
The model is built out of the sixteen "observed" fermions:

COLOR COLOR
TRIPLETS SINGLS.

STRONG

Quarks come in the three colors of the Spanish Republican 
flag, lentons are colorless. I will indiscriminatingly use 
both west and east coast notations (c = p‘, p = u, n = d, X = s) 
for the quark flavors.

The Lagrangian is gauge invariant under the direct product 
GW У GS of a wea!< and 3 strong gauge group. The weak and electro
magnetic gauge group is GW = SU(2> *l)(l), with all right-handed 
fermions in SU(2) singlets and the left-handed fermions in SLt2) 
doublets:

The charged weak current is a  l a  Glashow, Iliopoulos, Maiani, 
n6 * n cos 6 ♦ л sin 6 and The "Higgs" particles2* whose
vacuum expectation values spontaneously break Gw (to give 
masses to the charged and neutral weak intermediate vector 
bosons) belong to one or more SU(2) doublets. The photon re
mains massless, quarks have conventional fractional charges.

The strong interactions, often called QCDJ6 (Quantum 
Chrotnodynamics) , are a nonabelian analog of QED. The strong 
gauge group is Gs *SU(3) (color), forces are mediated by an



octet of massless (yet unobservable) color gluons. The de
scription of the model ends with a piece of d o g / n a : hadrons 
are color singlets, single quarks and gluons are unobservable. 
Jesides the usual hadrons (quark composites), colorless glue- 
balle may exist.

11-2. Virtues of the Standard Model in the Wea)rElectromaqnetic Sector 
The standard model deserves special attention not only because 

of its recent phenomenological successes, but because of its 
beauty, simplicity and many virtues. I devote this and the two 
next subsections to the enumeration of its virtues, with «о proofs.

i) The model is renormalizable, 21 in spite of the non-zero mass 
of the weak intermediate vector bosons. It is thus a 
serious field theory, in the sane sense as QED.

ii) The number and charges of quarks and leptons are such that 
the nonrenormalizable 'triangle’’2' anomalies cancel.”

iii) Charm is necessary, and thanks to it there are no strange
ness changing neutral currents to order Gp, the Fermi 
coupling strength. This is the so-called "GIN mechanism”.7 

iv) Charmed quarks cannot be arbitrarily heavy, to suppress
0(G|.) strangeness changing neutral currents to the observed 
level or limits” (KL-*u+y~, *"*88 difference).

v) Strangeness conserving neutral currents exist to 0(Gp); 
they are described by a single parameter sins9w. The 
masses of neutral (Z) and charged (W) intermediate vector 
bosons are given functions of the same weak angle 6W-W

vi) The absence of 0(a) parity violation is natural:11 it need 
not be put in by hand by fine tuning of parameters,

vii) Cabibbo universality is automatic {see Section IV-1).
viii) The smallness of CP violation is natural (see Section IV-1).
ix) There cannot be second-class weak currents (see Section 111-10)
x) Last, but not least, the model successfully describes the 

data in a predictive manner, but for a few potential problems 
(see Section III].

II-3. Virtues of the Standard Model in the strong IQCOl Sector 
In this sector the model is plagued by unsolved infrared 

problems, and the virtues are correspondingly fewer:
i) Thanks to the introduction of color-tripling, the strong 

forces are "saturated" in the observed baryorv (qqq) and 
meson (qq) configurations.s The forces that in older 
times were called "strong" are VanderWaals leftovers of 
the forces between quarks and gluons.

ii) The model predicts the existence of ф, i|>' and other charm- 
onium states, and may even give them an excuse to be very 
pure cc states, and to have narrow widths.31

iii) QCD provides an understanding of inclusive scaling in 
eiectroproduction, neutrino scattering and e+e'" annihila
tion. It justifies the parton model as a first approxima
tion and predicts a very specific pattern of deviations 
from exact scaling, *•,s that may have been observed.

iv) Items ii) and iii) are consequences of the asymptotic 
freedom* of QCD. This property may turn out to be quite 
important from a purely field-theoretic point of view,

v) The model reproduces and may even improve the successes 
of the old quark model (forces unspecified) in hadron 
spectroscopy.31

vi) The model is h o p e d to provide permanent quark binding, 
given its conjectured "infrared slavery":* interquark 
interaction energies increase with distance.

The situation with QCD has no precedent. It is now a respectable 
opinion, and possibly the right one, that QCD is the correct 
theory of the strong interactions. But in the past, when a 
“correct theory" was found, say quantum mechanics or QED, an 
avalanche of results followed, with correct predictions for pre
viously unexplained facts. Because we are technically limited 
to the ose of perturbation theory and because the strong inter
actions are strong, the QCD "avalanche" has not occurred. It 
As only because of the lucky fact that QCD is asymptotically free 
that standing on our heads (i.e. using operator product expan
sions, b° the renormalization group41 and similar sophisticated 
artillery) we can make contact with certain experimental facts 
(precocious scaling, Bloom-Gilman duality,̂ etc.). The fundamental 
problems: a calculation of the hadron spectrum and quark confine
ment remain to be solved.

11-4. Virtues of the Standard Model in the Social Sector 
These are few but important.

i) The model provides an o r t h o d o x y , to be (dis-)proved by 
experimentalists and improved or superseded by theorists.
Even if eventually wrong, an orthodoxy is always useful, 
as a reference and a framework.

ii) The model in the recent past has developed quasi-violent 
partisans and detractors. As a consequence of this we 
have had and have an awful lot of fun.

iii) The model justifies some of our salaries.

II-S. Limitations of the Standard Model
It would be unfair to close this section without stressing 

some shortcomings. These range from possible immediate phenom
enological troubles (to be discussed in Section ГГ1) to the quasi- 
philosophical.

i) The actual values of the Cabibbo angle and femtion masses
have to be put in by hand.

ii) The hierarchy of strengths of the different forces and 
the pattern of symmetry breaking ISU(3) color * SU(2) x 
U(l)) are mysterious. The "goodness" of isospin (say, 
why the proton and neutron masses are so close) is still 
entirely baffling.

iii) The unification of weak and electromagnetic interactions 
is incomplete: there are still two independent coupling 
constants and the weak mixing angle 9W is left unspecified.

iv) Because SU(2) * U(l) is not semi-simple, electric charges
are not necessarily commensurate (multiples of a funda
mental unit). "Superunifications" of weak, electromagnetic 
and strong interactions overcome this and the previous 
problem, but the schemes so far proposed are not suffi
ciently compelling,

v) A recipe to choose the representation of the gauge group
is lacking: the observed pattern of parity violation and 
the masslessness of the neutrino are put in by hand.

vi) The rather large number of leptons, flavors and colors 
is mysterious. An understanding of the nature of these 
generalized "charges" may be the crucial present shortcoming. 
Perhaps the large numbers should not worry us too much;
in ins talk, a. Salam has reminded us that "Nature is 
economic of principles, not structures" . 1,3

vii) Gravitation plays no role. No comment.
viii) The infrared problems are not solved. Possibly a tech-



nical difficulty or perhaps a clue to a crucial limita
tion .

ix) The so-called 2weig-tizuka rule is not fully understood, 
at least in exclusive channels ('!»’ Much effort
has been spent in this direction (see parallel sessions).

x) The common wisdom is that in the standard four-quark
model with only left-handed currents, the Д1 * 1/2 rule 
in semileptonic decays «.annot be fully explained, it has 
been recently argued that this view may well be incorrect 
(see Vainstein, parallel session).w‘

III. THE STANDARD MODEL VERSUS EXPERIMENT 
Much of this comparison has been discussed in other plenary 

talks (Arbuzov, Gershtein, Wiik). I will accordingly be very 
schematic, except in discussing charm production in e+e an
nihilation.
III-l. Neutrino-Induced prompt Pileptons as Evidence for a 

New Hadronic Quantum Number
Charged current weak interactions do not conserve charm.

Thus the process vN -*■ u~C..., followed by the prompt (not Cabibbo 
suppressed) leptonic decay of the charmed particle С * 
is a possible source of prompt dileptons. Notice the opposite 
charges of the leptone, a consequence of the ДС * ДО rule obeyed 
by the weak current. That this may be a good signature for 
new hadronic quantum numbers was recognized by L. Okun"s afl early 
as 1964. Scores of dileptons have been observed at different 
laboratories in the past two years.w

After the observation of dileptons, the first question to 
ask was whether they could have other origins than charm produc
tion and decay. The only good candidate process is neutral 
heavy lepton production -* Lf -» u+y v. Pais and Treiman14 
developed bounds on <Eiu+])/<E(u~)> for this process, assuming 
only that the decay occurs via a general local S,T.P,A,V coupling. 
The bounds are violated by the observed dileptons, for which the 
muon (antinuon) is faster for incoming neutrinos (antineutrinos) .b4'"7 
Thus we know that heavy leptons cannot be the (only) source of di- 
muons.

The observed opposite sign dimuons and u~e* eventsи are 
compatible with the production o f  в new metastable hadron and 
its subsequent semileptonic decay. The (mean) mass of the de
caying object "D" can be roughly estimated from the momentum 
spectrum of the "odd" (slower) muon in the direction trans
verse to the fast muon-neutrino plane, for an assumed D -* Kuv 
or D - K*uv decay, the answer is M(0J 2 Gev.4*

ITI-2. Neutrino Induced u~e*K Events, the Kaon Inflation 
In the standard model charmed particles have Cabibbo- 

suppressed decays into non-strange final states and Cabibbo* 
allowed decays into states with one unit of strangeness. Thus 
one expects roughly > 1 kaon per u’e* event (when the neutrino 
hits a non-strange "valence" quark in the target) or roughly 
> 2 kaons per u”e+ event (when the hit quark belongs to the 
X-T "sea”). Charged and neutral kaons are expected to be pro
duced in roughly equal numbers. The mean number of neutral 
kaons observed by the Berkeley-CERN-Hawaii-Wisconsin collabora
tion at Fermilabfc,is (K# )це г 2 t  0.8, with the number of charged 
kaons being similar.̂  Thus, strangely enough, the data over
does by a factor of two the prediction of the standard model 
that kaons should accompany the u-e events. The problem is not

yet statistically significant but may become so if the kaon in
flation persists with improved statistics. In my opinion no 
satisfactory explanation of the large kaon yield has been pro
posed so far.

1П-3. The "y-Anoiaaly" in Charged Current Neutrino Scattering 
and Heavŷ Leptons in e*e~ Annihilationn

Let у be the conventionally defined fractional energy loss 
у = (E -Ец)/Еу in inclusive charged current neutrino-nucleon 
scattering. For incident antineutrinos and E>- * 20 Gev the dis
tribution do/E dy is observed to be roughly compatible with 
(1-y)2, the shape predicted for pointlike scattering off quarks 
(as opposed to antiquarks in the "sea"). If “sea" quarks are 
always few this shape should not, in the standard model, change 
much with energy: the production of charmed particles (that for 
purely kinematical reasons should result in extra events at 
large y) is Cabibbo-suppressed, 0($1пг6с). With the same as
sumptions (scaling and the dominance of valence quarks) the cross 
section ratio R * о ( v  *  v * ) / o  (v ■* u”) should remain close to its low 
energy value only slightLy above i/3.

Whether extra events at large у above the (1-y)2 distribu
tion, increasing in number with increasing antineutrino energy 
have been observed, is still a matter of controversy. A positive 
effect (the "y-anomaly") observed both in do (v)/dy and as an 
increase of R with energy was first reported by the HPW-FNAL 
collaboration. " After some hesitation* the Caltech-FNAL group 
now reports the same effects.51 But, as of the Aachen Neutrino 
Conference one month ago, the bubble chamber groups at FNAL ob
served a distribution compatible with (1-y)2 at all energies, 
within limited statistics.Sl The actual data have been discussed 
in more detail in the talks by Mann5* and Gershtein.1’

On the theoretical front the y-anomaly is also a contro
versial subject. Theorists used to agree that the large effect 
seen by HPW-FNAL was strong evidence for quarks and currents 
beyond the ones present in the standard model. A careful analy
sis by BarnettS} concluded that a f a n c y 5*  r i g h t - h a n d e d  coupling (u,b)R 
of valence up quarks to beautiful quarks of mass  ̂5 GeV was 
necessary for the theory to agree with the data. But, in asymp
totically free field theories like the standard model/ the ef
fective ratio of the number of sea quarks versus valence quarks 
increases with Q}, and since (Q2) increases with Ey, an effect 
in the right direction is expected [sea antiquarks make an 
asymptotically flat contribution to dc(v)/dy). The accepted 
wisdom that the effect of asymptotic freedom was not large enough 
to explain the behavior of the data, has been recently challenged 
by Altarelli, Parisi and Petronzio.̂  On the other hand, Barnett, 
Georgi and Politzer*5have redone the analysis and come back to 
the conclusion that asymptotic freedom is not enough. I myself 
tend to agree with their opinion, but this may be my own geo
graphical problem. In any case there seems to be an experimental 
controversy and a theoretical problem either for the theorist or 
for ths theory (the standard model), If the y-anomaly is indeed 
associated with the production of "beautiful" b quarks (heavier 
than charmed quarks) the transverse momentum distribution of 
и in v -* u+u events should be harder than the corresponding 
distribution of u+ in v •* u~u+ events.

Another object (besides the controversial b quark) clearly 
outside the conventionally defined standard model is the heavy 
lepton (mass 1.8 ±0.2 GeV) , perhaps necessary to explain the



e+e”-* ue+missing energy events found at SPEAR.* I discuss it 
here because in anomaly free gauge theories, new leptons and 
new quarks need often be introduced hand-in-hand.29 If a heavy 
lepton is found, the standard model is incomplete. The SPEAR 
u-e events, do not seem to be compatible with charm production 
and decay, but a heavy lepton is not the only possible inter
pretation. Even in the standard model, if there is more than 
one Higgs doublet, some charged scalars with pointlike couplings 
may survive as real particles. Their production (e+e* - H+H~) 
and subsequent conventional weak decay (H+ - ivH„) may be a 
source of u-e events.

111—4. Neutral Currents in Neutrino Physics
The predictive power of the standard SU(2) * U(l) Weinberg- 

Salam model is maximal when the mass-generating Higgs particles 
are assigned for simplicity to one or several SU(2) complex 
doublet representations.20 In this case, the neutral current 
cross sections o(v-*v), o(v-*v) and the ratio of neutral to 
charged current cross sections are non-vanishing and described 
by just one parameter: the weak mixing angle 0W< In their
plenary talks, Arbuzov and Gershtein1’have reviewed the experi
mental situation that now includes elastic, inclusive and quasi
elastic scattering of and v off nucleons, as well as vye,
v e and v@e data. A really amazing fact emerges from this com
parison: a l l  d a t a  a g r e e  e a c h  o t h e r  a n d  t f i t h  t h e  s t a n d a r d

m o d e l ,  f o r  a  v a l u e  o f  8£яг0,,  ̂0 . 3 . This implies in particular 
that strictly vector-like theories** [where o(v-v) = o(v-*v) on 
any given target}are o u t .  Also, the masses of the charged and 
neutral intermediate vector bosons are fixed within the model,
M(W )  ̂ 65 GeV and M(Ze) л, 80 GeV. Thus, we now have a serious
prejudice of where to look for them.

The neutrino physics neutral current data are not yet pre
cise enough to discriminate between the standard model and the 
models with o n e valence quark (u or d) in a right-handed doublet, 
that have been advertized in connection with the y-anolaly.53 The 
experiments to be discussed in the next sub-section may be de
cisive in this respect.

III-5. Neutral Currents in Atomic Physics
The data on experiments on parity violating effects in 

atoms have been around for a while, but only in the form of 
contradictory rumors. The theoretical situation has been dis
cussed by Khriplovich in a parallel session. Yet, this subject 
is so interesting that I cannot refrain from briefly discus
sing it here.

Two of the experiments under way* concern the optical rota
tion of plane polarized light in a medium (Bismuth vapor) that 
may have an observable "handedness", as a consequence of weak 
interactions. The light is tuned to an M, transition that may 
have an 0(G_.) admixture of from the approximately degenerate 
level of opposite parity. The M,-E, interference would produce 
the optical rotation. The origin of parity mixing in the atomic 
levels is the interference between ordinary Coulomb interactions 
and the weak neutral coupling between the nucleus and the elec
trons. Because of the nonrelativistic nature of the system the 
only relatively large effect is proportional to the axial coup
ling of the electron times the vector coupling of the nucleus. 
The expected effect (defined as the rotation of polarization 
per unit absorption length at a maximum of the interference

curve) is first-order weak, and of the form

Rot « Gf ч (dull atomic physics) * QWIZ,N]

As Khriplovich has told us, the atomic physics part of the cal
culation is not only dull and complicated, but also controver
sial, with different groups finding answers that differ even 
in sign. The factor Qw embodies the dependence on the weak in
teraction model and is a function of Z, the number of protons 
and N, the number of neutrons. For illustrative purposes, let 
us consider a rather general SU(2) * U(l) model with the elec
tron in the conventional (v ,e)T doublet, but with p and n e L
quacks in arbitrary SU(2> representations.” Let be the
third component of weak isospin of the p,n quarks in the left 
or right multiplets to which they may belong. In the standard 
model, for instance, the representations are (p,n)L (a doublet), 
pR,nR (singlets), so that t£ ® 1/2, t" » -1/2, « t” * 0.
The general form of Qw is57

Qw = 2ae((2Z +N) (т£ +тЦ) + (2 + 2N) 1т” + tj) - 22 sin! в„|

In the models I am describing, afi (the axial electron coupling) 
is unity. In a strictly vectorlike theory ag would vanish.
To specify further, let me write Qw in the Weinberg-Salam model 
and in models with one extra right-handed coupling (p,b)R:

Qw * 0 (purely vectorlike)

•Qw = -I(4 sin26W - 1)Z +Ы); Weinberg-Salam (W-S)

0„ « +(3 - 4 sin2 0MZ; W-S plus (p,b)ew „ R

Noticc- that for the values of sin 6W adequate to the de
scription of neutrino-induced currents in the last two models, 
the effect (an interference) is of opposite sign. Гог the sake 
of discussion let us imagine that the theoretical controversy on 
the atomic physics part of the calculation is settled, and that 
the observed effect agrees once more with the standard four- 
quark model (W-S]. Then strictly vector theories would be 
truly dead (this is an honest parity violation measurement) 
and the right-handed current explanation5* of the y-anomaly 
(within an SU(2) x u( l )  gauge theory) would be wrong.

III-6. Production of Charmed Baryons by Neutrinos, or Otherwise 
In the standard model the lightest non-strange charmed bar

yons are analogous to Л, t  and £* with the substitution of a A 
quark by a charmed quark and the consequent addition of one unit 
of charge. In a quark model calculationn  and with an obvious
notation, one expects Л* * 2250 ♦ 50 MeV, - Л  ̂160 MeV,С С С
I* - Лс  ̂220 MeV. For a long time we have had the unconfirmed 
Brookhaven loner,12 a AS = -ЛQ event of the form vp ■* An+ir+ir+n"*. 
The event can be interpreted in the standard model as the chain 

_ ++ ■■ vp -» Z Q u

L- Л* tt+ (strong decay)

—̂»Лтт+11*я“ (weak decay)

In one of the three ways to single out а тг+, the observed masses 
are22 Л* * 2260 t  2 0 MeV, Л* * 166 г 15 MeV, in astonishing
agreement with the predicted values.

At this conference a group running at Serpukhov has re
ported 8 neutron-produced narrow peak in the Лп*тг~ mass, at



2.1 GeV." If thie is a charmed baryon, the naive quark model 
calculation is wrong.

At the time of this writing, rtanor has it that the Л* has 
been confirmed, with convincing statistics end the mass origi
nally observed in the AS « -ДО event.

III-7. Charmonium Spectroscopy
This subject has teen reviewed by ChanowitzM and Wiik** in 

this Conference» and I will discuss it very briefly.
As soon as J/Ф and Ф* were discovered, theorists found 

excuses” (i.e. asymptotic freedom) why heavy hadrons could be 
so astonishingly narrow, and assumed ф and Ф' to be the ground 
state and first radial excitation of orthocharmonium: a heavy 
quark-antiquark state with JPC « 1~~. It was immediately ob
vious that other states of charmonium should exist.
One of them, the ground state of paracharmonium (JPC * 0-+, 
also called nc) should be lighter than Ф and observable in the 
monochromatic Y-гау decays * or ♦’ * ncY* Four other states 
{JP̂ * 0 +, 2++, l**, 0++) with masses between Ф and ф’ could 
be reached by single f-ray decays of ф‘. It took enough time 
to find these particles for many to lose faith, but those who 
stuck to their guns have been rewarded; all of these states n e w  

sees to have been observed. In my opinion this fact establishes 
the “onium" of charmonium: the new heavy particles are fermion- 
antifermion bound states.

On the other hand, the originally proposed naive atonic 
picture of nonrelativistic bound states of heavy quarks in a 
potential, with small "hyperfine" (spin-spin) and spin-orbit 
forces seems to be in trouble. Let me adopt the Gilman-Chanowitz*0 
spin-parity assignments:

JP2 - 2++; Х1Э.55 GeV]
- 1++ iP., [ 3.50 GeV)

2‘S - О'*, X13.45 GeVI 

*P< - 0++, X[3.41 GeV]
1‘S - 0'+, X[2.05 GeV)

I would much rather have the heaviest particle in the list be 
the first radially excited o"+, but the arguments of Chanowitz 
and the accumulating evidence for nir and KK decays“ of X{3.55) 
{that imply a natural spin-parity) seem to be winning.

With these assignments, 1 now proceed to list a few prob
lems for the most naive picture, each of them followed by rather 
weak coimnents or excuses:

i) The splittings between "ortho” and "para" states
(Ф'-Х13.45),ф-Х) are larger than expected. The moat 
naive prediction,*1 based on a Coulomb-like gluonic quark- 
antiquark interaction and the assumption of SUM) syranetry 
of the meson wave functions, is:

■» - "x ' K " " ’)(sf) '  К '■*){«;) ' 30 MeV •

But, SUM) symmetry need not be a good assumption for the 
wave function of systems like p and ф, the reduced mass 
of whose constituent quarks is so different. Correcting 
(e.g. fudging) for this fact by using the wave function 
information provided by leptonic decay rates, I find

"* - "x '  1(п,р 'и.,гЙгИ’Н  '  400 HeV •

This does not mean that I have explained the large mass

difference, but only the weekness of the original pre
diction.

ii) The decay rates ф* * y+X,Pc are smaller than originally 
predicted.M*n Much of the discrepancy, however, is due 
to the fact that in the original predictions one had to 
guess the position of the P-wave states. With the 
Chanowitz-Gilman assignments, for the observed levels, 
the predictions for the transitions are in the right 
ballpark. Moreover, they are in the right ratios 
t*v (2J+1) к * 1, which is additional evidence for the cor
rectness of the spin assignments. The M, transitions to 
the pseudoscalars are not so well understood, either ex
perimentally, or theoretically {for, what is the quark 
anomalous magnetic moment?). Another effect tending to 
decrease transitions from ф' may be its proximity (45 MeV) 
to the D0DC threshold. The ф' wave function may contain 
a significant admixture of virtual charmed meson pairs 
and become "more orthogonal" to the wave functions of the 
decay product states. A problem with this explanation is 
that it implies a large isospin violation in Ф1 (the D+D~ 
threshold is not so close, see Section III-9). Thus one 
expects1* more ф' - Ф* decays than the observed ones (none) .

iii) Apparently, all of the states between ф' and ф have been 
seen to decay back into Ф via Y~rays.u But in the naive 
short distance gluon annihilation picture, one of them 
(the pseudoscalar) is expected to have a relatively large 
haftron width and a relatively small branching ratio into 
уф.63 If this problem becomes serious when the statistics 
improve, we may have to abandon our gluon-counting preju
dices.

iv) The splittings between the 2*, 1+ and 0+ states (with
the Gilman-Chanowitz assignments} are outside the bounds 
established by Schnitzel” fos nonrelativistic quarks in 
a rather general Coulomb plus linear pcrcntial. This 
is only true if one assumes that the quark-gluon vertex 
has no anomalous effective Pauli interaction. If one is 
willing to introduce an anomalous chrorno-magnetic moment, 
one can roughly accommodate the observed level splittings 
within the context of a nonrelativistic charmoniun model."

The overall conclusion seems to be that charmonium is not 
quite the hydrogen atom of particle physics. Much remains to 
be learned about long-distance quark dynamics.

A very interesting subject that 1 shall discuss is the photo
production and strong production of charmonia. We have had an 
excellent review of this topic in Ioffe's parallel session.

III-8. Inclusive Hadron Production in êe* Annihilation 
.Following convention, define

r s 0 (e*e'" * hadrons) 
a(e+e“ ■* u+y“)

The measured shape of R, in the "threshold region" where it jumps 
up, is shown*’ in Figure 1. Also shown are the positions of the 
narrow resonances J/ф and Ф*. The structures at 14.05 and л.4.4 
GeV may be orthocharmonium ill and IV, higher radial excitations 
of J/ф. They are supposedly wide because, unlike Ф and ф*, they 
are above charm threshold. Their positions roughly corrrespond



to the ones calculated in potential models.41 An optimistic 
eye may see another peak at 3̂.9 CeV. This may be a "D-wave" 
state о С orthochaгтnoniшn.в, Even in nonrelativistic models, if 
spin-orbit forces are not negligible, a D-wave state will have 
an S-wave admixture (a nonvanishing wave function at the origin)« 
and couple to the one-photon intermediate state.

The continuous line in Figure 1 is a p r e d i c t i o n  by Kogut 
and Susskind,79 basedton an elegant use of simple physical ideas. 
They treated charmed quarks a? bound in a V-shaped potential, 
increasing linearly with distance until sufficient energy is 
stored in the'interaction for light quark pairs to pop up. There
after color forces are saturated within each of the newly born 
charmed mesons and the inter-heavy-quark interaction rapidly 
tends to zero. The approximations made are based on an analogy 
with the Bohr-Oppenheimer treatment of the hydrogen molecule.
The sharp jump is charm threshold, the broad structure is’ a 

quasi-bound state above the V-shaped potential. More ambitious 
treatments, aimed at fitting the observed R-shape have appeared 
in the literature. They are probably somewhat preliminary, the 
physics of the threshold region will no doubt be rather com
plicated. This is because one expects many thresholds to open 
up and compete between 3̂.7 and M.6 GeV. In a notation where 
D stands for charmed nonstrange mesons and F for charmed strange 
mesons, the important thresholds and their positions in / Щ , in 
a naive quark model calculation, **71 ares

P-Wave
Thresholds

S-wave
Thresholds

The position of these thresholds are also indicated in Figure 1. 
It is likely that a complete understanding of this region in / s  

will require a theoretical and experimental effort analogous to 
the one spent in partial-wave analyzing low energy pion-nucleon 
scattering.

The complications of the threshold region should not and 
have not discouraqed field theorists. In an asymptotically free 
theory like QCD, R is well known to tend {logarithmically, from 
above) to a constant that counts the number of quarks weighed 
with the square of their charges72 {plus the possible spurious 
contribution of semihadronic d e c a y s  of, say, charged heavy 
leptons). But in QCD perturbation theory, R contains quark 
thresholds that are not realistic in the actual cross section, 
while the latter contains real particle thresholds that do not 
show up in the theoretical expression for R. Due to its in
frared problems, the theory cannot reach the timelike axis. % 
This may be overcome by use of a dispersion relation to convert
the data into the spacelike region where the theory is problem-
free, and a fair comparison is possible.75 There exists an even 
better strategy, invented by Poggio, Quinn and Weinberg.*- It 
consists in using the QCD predictions in the complex s plane,
as close as possible to the real axis as one can get before the
infrared singularities become untractable. The data is also 
"dispersed" to reach that optimal truce line in the complex

JP;a-P‘ OD
{/s in GeV)

FF
(/5 in GeV)

0";0‘ 3.74 3.95
0~;1~ 3.87 4.035
1 ";Г 4 .00 4.12
0-;l+ 4.12 4 .50
Гю+ 4.24 4.52
r ;i+ 4.25 4.525

plane. This amounts to "smearing" R{s) over a certain neighbor
ing region in s. large enough to erase the resonant structures.
The smoared experimental R(s) is shown in the continuous line 
of Figure 2. From a comoarison with a variety of models,
Poggio e t  a i . *■ conclude that not only a heavy lepton is neces
sary for R to agree with theory, but also a "fifth" extra Q = tl/3 
quark of mass ■v2 Gev in addition to the conventional four quarks 
of the standard model. The dotted line in Figure 2 is their 
prediction for this particular model. The necessity of this 
fifth quark should not be taken too seriously. Three reasons 
for this are:
i) A Q«il/3 quark contributes 1̂0% to R at the higher 

energies. But the systematic experimental errors are 
energy-dependent and of the same order of magnitude.

ii) One naively expects anextra heavy quark to imply ertra 
narrow resonances. Perhaps ф' is not just a radial ex
citation of Ф?

iii) The structure of the smeared experimental R suggests new
action from /s -v 23 GeV up, that may be due to the open
ing up of associated production of particles containing 
the fifth quark. B::t in a naive qu»rk model calculation3* 
the important charmed baryon thresholds (also indicated 
in Figure 2) coincide with this second step up in R. The 
rear.one for the smallness of the relrttive production of 
conventional baryora versus conventional melons csre prob
ably not operative for their charmed countero-.rts. Charged 
baryon threshold could make an observable effect in R.71

The analysis of Poggio e t  a l .  has been improved by Shankar74 at
low /s, to obtain a very important bonus: a determination of the 
QCD strong interaction running coupling constant. Defining, in 
the standard model

, gs 1211O (Q ) =* 5 -;-- ,* 4* 25 in qVa2

Shankar obtains from the non-controversial low energy data for R, 
a value A « 700 t  50 MeV for the parameter setting the scale of 
the strong interaction gauge coupling constant gs.

The somewhat large value of R at high energies, the possible 
existence of a heavy lepton and the difficulties with the naive 
picture of charmonium have motivated the investigation of five or 
more quark models. These have been reviewed by Kuzhmin in a paral
lel session.

111-9 . Is Charm Found?
In this section of the comparison of the standard model 

with experiment» I discuss the hottest subject at this con
ference: whether or not the narrow pea> • recently found at 
SPEAR25'211 are, at last, charmed particles. For experimental 
details, see Schwitters' plenary report.

Let me start by stating a list of facts:
i) A neutral particle decaying into Kn and K v w n states

with mass mg * 1.865 ± .015 GeV has been discovered in 
the debris of e+e” annihilation above /5 3.9 Gev.

ii) The new particle's width is narrower than the experi
mental resolution of 2̂0 KeV.

iii) The observed particle recoils against states of mass
mR s mg. The recoil mass spectrum shows clear peaks at 
mR > 2 and 2.15 Gev but no significant peak at * mfl.



Associated production is what is expected for particles 
carrying a new quantum number. I will discuss recoil 
spectra in exhausting detail,

iv) The new particle is a beautiful candidate (this much is
definitely a fact) for De, the charmed particle predicted 
to be lightest, a pseudoscalar meson composed of a charmed 
quark and an anti-up quark, with their spin adding up tc 
zero. I will thereatter call the new particle D .

v) The recoil mass structure may have to do with D*, the 
lightest charmed pseudoscalar meson, the strong "hyperfine” 
partner of D#, composed of the same quarks with their spins 
adding up to one.

vi) As of this conference, we know that a charged partner of 
De exists. D+ is 11t  11 MeV heavier than D# and has 
been observed in its K~ti n decay mode.* The importance 
of this last fact can hardly be overstressed. If the 
decay D+ k“if+*+ were quantum number conserving (strong) , 
D+ would have negative strangeness and positive charge:
it would be exotic in the sense of not being constructible 
with just a conventional quark-antiquark pair. Thus, 
w h a t e v e r  D i s ,  i t  i s  n o t  a  c o n v e n t i o n a l  t r i p l y  s t a r r e d  

k a o n  r e c u r r e n c e .

vii) Like De, D+ is narrower than the experimental resolution,
viii) Like D0, D+ recoils against states of mass г m+. The

recoil mass spectrum, u n l i k e  the D# case, shows just one
peak at nig % 2 GeV.

ix) The D+ is a beautiful candidate for the iso-partner of De,
Pmade of a charmed quark and anti-down quark, with J * 0 .

x) The peak in the mass spectrum recoiling against D+ may be
D*, the charged charmed vector meson that along with
forms an iso-doublet. I will discuss the recoil mass 
spectrum below.

After this litany of experimental facts, I present rough 
theoretical expectations*♦77 (spin effects, the dramatic role of 
electromagnetic mass splittings, kinematical reflections in the 
recoil mass spectra, etc.) and compare with the data.

i) Spinology arguments. ** ” Consider the two-body process 
e+e“ - DD; OD* +D*D? D*D*. Neglect for the time being 
"trivial" form factor and threshold effects. Assume 
that the charmed quarks are produced first and that they 
subsequently become two charmed mesons via the creation 
of a conventional (u,d,s) quark pair. This should be a 
good approximation on a charmonium resonance and probably 
elsewhere. Neglect spin-spin interactions between heavy 
and light quarks and assume the dominance of the lowest 
possible partial wave. It is then easy to prove that the 
production of DD, versus DD* + D*D, versus D*D* occurs in 
the ratio 1:4:7. In practice this ratio is to be modified 
by form factors and P-wave phase space. The message is 
clear anyhow: u h e n  k i n e m a t i c a l l y  p o s s i b l e , D ' a  a r e  p r o 

d u c e d  m o r e  o f t e n  t h a n  D ' e ;  DD p r o d u c t i o n  i e  r e l a t i v e l y  

s u p p r e s s e d .

ii) Electromagnetic mass splittings, and their magic role.* 
The maes difference D*-D had been predicted"'11 and as we 
shall see, subsequently observed to be close to one pion 
mass. The rates and even the existence of the strong 
decays (D*,D*) * (D# ,D+) plus one pion will therefore depend

crucially on the electromagnetic mass splittings D+-Dg 
and D<f-Dg. These can be estimated from the kaon and pion 
mass difference to be 13 MeV7® or slightly more (say 15 
MeV*) in a nonrelativistic quark model. This may not be 
a terribly good approximation for the light mesons and 
it may be replaced by the use of Dashen's current algebra 
theorem relating the non-Coulombic mass differences in
the kaon and the pion system.n In this alternative ap
proach, the prediction" is D+-D# * 8 MeV. I n  b o t h  c a s e s ,  

t h e  c h a r g e d  m i n u s  n e u t r a l  m a s s  d i f f e r e n c e  i s  e x p e c t e d  t o  

b e  p o s i t i v e  a n d  r e l a t i v e l y  l a r g e .

Assume, for the sake of definiteness, that D+-D s D*-D0 s 15 MeV,
D = 1.86 GeV, and dS 2 GeV, a D* mass to be used later in theо v
study of the neutral recoil mass spectrum. The decay branching

to be7*

90%

V 10%

D+s* Forbidden

v + 90%

V 1 10%

D+ y
1%

with total D* widths of MeV. The moral is: w h e t h e r

n e u t r a l  o r  c h a r g e d ,  p r e f e r  t o  d e c a y  i n t o  D ^ ' s . The degree of 
"preference" depends on the actual values of the masses, but 
the conclusion is not easy to reverse. It goes without saying 
that D+ and D0 have no choice but to decay weakly.

It would of course be more desirable to have completely •
measured events, where one does not only "catch a D on one
side", but one also has a complete analysis of the remaining 
particles. At present, only the recoil (missing mass) spectra 
against a detected D, or D+ are available.л I now turn to the 
understanding of these recoil spectra, on grounds of the pro
duction mechanism and decay patterns discussed above.

When a D0 is detected, it may have been directly produced 
by the intermediate photon along with a D0 or a dJ. The recoil 
spectrum will peak at these two positions. But these are not 
the only possible peaks in quasi two-body process, consider 
four process, where the detected D, is a D* decay product:

e+e —* D, _ *  D* + (one reaction per charge assignment) 
ne,+ + d0 (detected)

e+e —♦ D* _ + dJ + (one reaction per charge assignment) 
t— + do (detected)

(There are also two analogous reactions when a D+ is detected.) 
Close to charm threshold the produced charmed mesons are '‘slow". 
But, because m(D*) -m(D) -v m<ir) , the decay pions are also un
usually slow! The recoil mass spectrum then has "fake" narrow 
peaks at an invariant mass mR  ̂m(D) +m(rr) (roughly m(D*) , 
where a "true" recoil peak also lies] and at mR -v m(D*) +m(n). 
Thus, close to threshold one expects three peaks in the recoil 
spectrum: a small one at m(D) [DD production is relatively small) 
and two more: one at m(D*) [the superposition of a real D* re
coil and a kinematical reflection] and one at m(D*) +m(Tt) [ex
clusively a kinematical reflection). The "splitting of the D*", 
that became evident as the data sharpened up,81 is thus just an 
artifact. Because D*’s of either charge prefer to decay into



Oe's> the kinematicel reflections (produced by 0 decay) should 
be much more prominent in the De recoil spectrum than in the D+ 
recoil spectrum. Predictions' for recoil mass spectra are given 
in Figures 3 and 4.

In Figures 5 and 6, I compare the data (from Schwitter's 
talk) on the recoil spectra with theoretical predictions.* The 
qualitative agreement is good. With the present statistics the 
recoiling D from the small DD production could not have shown 
up significantly. There are two prominent peaks in the Dg case 
and one in the D+ case, as predicted. The theoretical curves 
are qualitative, the form factors have been just guessed, the 
angle-dependent efficiency of the apparatus has not been taken 
into account82 and the values of /S in the published predictions 
and in the experiment do not correspond exactly. In spite of 
these caveats, I conclude from the agreement of experiment with 
the simple predictions that D ^ ( ^ 1 6 6 S )  a n d  D+ ('*‘ l 8 7 6 )  f o r m  t h e  

p r e d i c t e d  c h a r m e d  p e e u d o e a a l a r  i a o d o u b l e t ,  o r  a r e  t h e  b e e t  c o u n 

t e r f e i t  e v e r  e e e n .  M o r e o v e r  t h e  c h a r m e d  i e o v e o t o r  d o u b l e t  

w i t h  а  п а е в  ^ 2 . 0 1  GeV h a s  a l e o  b e e n  f o u n d .

Because we now know the D mass and, from the analysis of 
the recoil mass spectrum, the 0* mass, it is possible to present 
the results of the lottery, that is, the comparison of the dif
ferent theoretically predicted masses with the observed ones. 
This I do in Table II, were the D mass and the "hyperfine" D*-D

TABLE II
The Lottery; Predicting Charmed Meson Masses

Method D(MeV) D*-D F F*-P Ref. No.

M.I.T. Bag 1726 243 1885 214 83

su (4) Mass 
Formulae

2160
2171

100
20

2210
2222

100
14

84
85

Pessimism* Negative 86

Linear 
"Equal Spacing" 1840 100 2034 71 87
Quarks Sound 

in Linear 
Potential

1842 70 B8

Naive 
Quark Model 1750 130 1977 85 89
Quark Model 
in a Gauge 

Theorv (OCD)
1830 t  3С M 3 0 1975 85 38

Experiment ■V1870 \ H 0 ? 23,24

‘pessimism: Inordinate belief in negative experimental findings.

mass splitting are given. I have included the analogous quan
tities for the strange charmed mesons, for a future lottery. The 
table is only a guideline,many references are presumably leftout. 
The fact that there are entries to the table (due to a group in 
the States” and a singular man in the Soviet Union*9) that seem 
to have "won the lottery" should not be taken too triumphantly. 
The splitting between charmed particle masses and conventional 
masses is so large that no prediction could be entirely convinc
ing on theoretical grounds. The fact that in a quark model 
calculation in the context of QCD5* the D*-D hyperfine splitting 
prediction seems to have been successful, while the analogous 
i|>-X prediction was a complete failure, may not be too surpris
ing. The predictions were based on the assumption of SU(8)
[SU(В) э SU(4) * spin SU(2)J symmetry for the wave functions 
of all particles in a super-multiplet. This may be a better

assumption in relating, say, К to D than in relating, say,
Ф to 0. The reason is that the reduced mass of the “atomic" 
quark system changes little from a two-light quark system to 
a light plus heavy system, but changes a lot when going to a 
two-heavy quark system.

Diehards will not and should not be convinced of the "charm" 
of the new particles until the issue is completely settled. This 
will require establishing the spin-parity assignments of 0(1.67} 
and D (2.01), proving that D's decay weakly and checking the 
"GXM" mechanism in their decays. The following are some experi
mental questions, whose answers are eagerly awaited:

i) Spin-parity. This requires the measurement of angular 
distributions in D and D* production and decay. The 
checks in e+e annihilation have been discussed in detail 
by Jackson. *°

ii) The observation of both strange and nonstrange decays of 
D's would check the "weakness" (quantum number nonconser
vation) of the decay. The same is true of coincidences 
where a D decays nonleptonically and the D produced in 
association decays leptonically. Lepton-kaon coincidences 
observed at DESY above (and not below) S 5 *v 4 GeV have 
been discussed at length in Wiik's plenary talk.1* His 
conclusion is that the data are compatible with a charm 
interpretation and apparently n o t  with a heavy lepton in
terpretation: the overall multiplicity is high and the 
lepton spectrum soft.

iii) If D+ has spin zero and is observed to decay into two and 
three pseudoscalars (Ksn+ and K‘ir+n+ say) , a situbtion 
would arise, analogous to the classical e-T puzzle, that 
would be evidence for parity violation in the decay. The 
evidence already exists, if we accept that De(-*-Kn) and

(•►Китг) form a spinless isodoublet.
iv) Parity violation (a weak decay) can be directly observed 

in four-body D decays, say Dc - К 1г+тг+я . With four de
cay products, it is possible to construct a pseudoscalar 
quantity with three momenta that does not vanish as a 
consequence of Lorentz invariance. An observed nonzero 
value of that pseudoscalar would be incontrovertible 
evidence for a parity violating decay.”

v) Neither last nor least, one would like to check the stan
dard model (GIM) prediction that

Г(Р ■» nonstranqe states) 
Г(о ■* strange states)

vi) A very important and not too difficult question to experi
mentalists concerns D0-D„ mixing,*2the charmed analog of 
Ke-K„ mixing. In the standard model, by construction, 
K0-K& mixing is suppressed by the GIM mechanism, with 
only four quarks, the same GIM mechanism is there to sup
press D0-De mixing, but the suppression is in practice 
stronger because the decay is O{c*os20c) and competes 
better with the mixing than in the strange cace. Thu.“, 
the standard prediction is that De-D0 mixing will be very 
difficult to detect. But there exists reasonable 
models*3 with a different number of Q * 2/3 and Q * -1/3 
quarks where D0“O„ mixing is large, O(Gp), while K#-K 
mixing remains 0(Gp). In these models, processes like 
the following:



♦ - lD. ее i-I».

* - fie ■* <
lDi

mixing - D, ■* К

• mixing * О, * К I v
{“AS = AL « 2")

will compete on a 50-50 level with the corresponding "con
ventional'* ones. It would be very nice to observe oc to 
establish • limits on these processes, 

vii) A muc?h more demanding but very interesting question con
cerns CP- violation in the De-D0 system. The easiest way 
to look for it may be through the processes

where c,c' * *,-• The measurement of the (presumably few 
tenths of a percent) asymmetry

would give us a new handle on CP violation.’* 
viii) rt goes without saying that dozens o f  charmed mesons a n d  

baryons await discovery . *** "**

I11-10. Second-Class Currents; The Fly in the Ointment?
In theories like the standard model where the weak inter

actions are mediated by vector bosons, the fundamental quark 
couplings appearing in the Laqrangian are vector (ŷ I or axiei 
vector (fyYj). the strong interactions conserve isospin,
they cannot induce second class’* form factors in the matrix 
elements of the weak current between fermions. Notice the 
g e n e r a l i t y  of the assumptions.

Recall that second-class currents are defined as having 
opposite GP (G = Ce !̂) relative to the fundamental vector or 
axial vector couplings. In the u ul general Lorentx-invariant 
expression

9H ana c>pare first class and can be induced by strong inter
action "dressings", while gs and gtI are second-class and can 
only be of electromagnetic or isospin breaking ^ц-т̂) order.

The recent experimental evidence on second-class currents 
is complicated and controversial. Two examples for p o s i t i v e  

( M o >  e v i d e n c e  for gM f  0 are

F e n  *  e + v  : grJ = (-S* 3)gA 

gT. - {-3.5 i l)g.

(Ref. 46) 

(Ref. 97)

while an example of n e g a t i v e  e v i d e n c e  is 
Li* ’ ~t Be 8 + e* + v

L- 2л
4It (-.5 : 8)g.

If second-class currents are as large as the two first experi
ments suggest, the reaction vN uN is a good tost for them. 4 

The situation is undecided but, if second-class currents 
were to be found, a serious revision of the present gauge the
ories of weak, electromagnetic and strong interaction would be 
necessary.

IIX-11. Conclusions of the Comparison of the Standard Model 
with Experiment

The model has been an incredibly successful predictive
tool, but there are soue problems. Here is a list of both
successes and problems:
i) The neutral current situation is so far unbelievably good

and simple. Close to a dozen experiments agree with the
simplest Weinberg-Salam predictions, a most amazing fact.
Strictly vector theories seem to be dead.

ii) The evidence for the existence of a new hadronic quantum
number from the observed neutrino-induced dilepton evente
is ship-shape.

iii) The evidence that the SLAC p-mesons are charmed is close
to being definitive. They can be understood as containing 
a new Q a 2/3 heavy quark and they decay into strange 
states. The observed D+ decay is "exotic", 

iv) The "onium" aspect of charmonium is established from the
states observed in the monochromatic y-ray decays of j/ф
and ii<*. The most naive nonrelativistic charmonium picture 
may be in trouble, 

v) A list of minor worries that may become major worries is: 
the y-anomaly in charged current antineutrino-induced events 
(evidence for right-handed currents and more than four 
quarks?)? the kaon inflation in vN -* y“’e+K... events; the 
(V+A)-like1” polarization of muons in nP * u +.*. reactions161 
and the possible existence of second-class currents, 

vi) A deadly worry would be the existence of a fifth lepton,
a possible interpretation of SLAC's "U-particle" allegedly 
responsible for e+e * u+e~ (or u~e+) + missing energy 
events.

perhaps the standard model is incomplete, but we seem to be not 
too far from the right path. G a u g e  t h 4 o r i e e , q u c r k s  a n d  c h a r *  

eeef f l  t o  b e  t h e r e  t o  e t a y .

IV. SOME THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENTS AROUND THE STANDARD MODEL 

iv-l. CP Violation in SU(2) * U(l) Gauge Theories
I will discuss some ways to accommodate the observed CP 

violation into a gauge theory context. Time limitations force 
me to concentrate102 on a class of theories that has received 
much attention in the recent past: SU(2) * U(l) models with 
only left-handed currents and with n charge 2/3 and n charge 
-1/3 quarks, all of them in left-handed doublets. This re
strictive situation is general enough to make an important 
point: CP v i o l a t i o n  i s  a  p h e n o m e n o n  w h e r e  c o u n t i n g  q u a r k e  r e a l l y  

c o u n t s  ,

In the models defined in the previous paragraph, the charged 
weak current has the form

(c,u,t,..•)My (1+t5)

with м an n * n matrix sandwiched between з row of charge 2/3 
quarks and a column of charge -1/3 quarks. The matrix M is uni
tary and it contains in general phases that may "look" CP- 
violating. But, it is a theorem"55 that if n*2, all the phases 
can be erased by inocuous redefinitions of the quark fields. 
Thus. 'J i ’ t k  l e f t - h a n d e d  c c i - : : l  i n g o  a n d  o n l y  f o u r  q u a r k s ,  CF v i o i a -  

j c - . n o t  c r i a i  K j z te  i n  t h e ?r«ci r k  w e a k  c u r r e n t .  As a bonus M



becomes orthogonal sin ec 
cos 9

Notice that the first row is Cabibbo universality and the second 
one the GIM mechanism, both natural in the standard mcdel.

If there an more than four quarks, say six (n*3), the 
situation changes. A CP-violating phase remains even after re
definition of the quark fields, and CP may be written into the 
weak current of the quarks.101

Suppose, for the sake of discussion, that there were only 
four quarks, as in the standard model. What could the origin 
of CP violation be? A possibility is that it results from spon
taneous symmetry breaking.19* Also, CP violation may occur in 
the Lagrangian of the Higgs scalars, a possibility recently dis
cussed by Weinberg.His philosophy is not to impose any dis
crete symmetries (say CP) on the Lagrangian by adjusting some 
parameters to be small, and then hope that the Lagrangian itself 
will n a t u r a l l y  tell us the amount by which the symmetry is eventq- 
ally violated. From this point of view the standard four-quark 
model is nice. Indeed, it tells us a true fact: there is no 
O(Gp) CP violation (CP "violating" phases can be phased away 
from the quark weak current). But CP is violated to 0(10"5Gp) 
in Nature, and the model, so far, is incomplete. To introduce 
CP violation in the Higgs system, 195 first assume that Higgs’ come 
only in SU{2) doublets, to preserve the successful prediction of 
the neutral to charged cross section ratios in neutrino reactions. 
Three Higgs doublets are then necessary to have a CP violation 
that cannot be phased away from the most general renormalizable 
Higgs Lagrangian. At this point the model may seem unpleasantly 
complicated, but it has three very nice virtues:

i) It is automatically Д1 - 1/2 milliweak: it reproduces the 
successful superweak phenomenology,

ii) The magnitude of CP-violating parameters, say П+_. is 
'v sin ф mumc'̂ mH1' where ф the CP-violating phase, 
mu and mc are quark masses, and is a Higgs mass.
For reasonable Higgs masses (see Section IV-2), n+_ is 
of order 10”* - 10"3, for values of sin Ф that are not 
forced by hand to be small,

iii) The neutron electric dipole moment, naively estimated
in a quark model and with sin Ф s 1 , is of the same order 
of magnitude as the present experimental upper limit.

But there may be more than four quarks. If so, Weinberg’s ap
proach is to be abandoned.

In an alternative model with six quarks in three left- 
handed doublets there is in general a CP violating phase in the 
quark current.185'1®*107 The theory is somewhat unnatural in that 
the phase must be forced to be rather small, unless there is a 
surprising mass degeneracy between heavy quarks (mc = mt). A 
nice feature of the model is that it is superweak to a very high 
accuracy. The neutron dipole moment, in contrast to Weinberg's 
four-quark approach, is much smaller then the present experimental 
upper limit.

It seems clear that much remains to be learned about CP 
violation, both theoretically and experimentally.

IV-2. The Hiqqs-Kibble-Haqen-Enqlert-Brout Bosons
The so-called Higgs’, for short, are the b e t e  n o i r e  of re

normalizable spontaneously broken gauge theories. They are

scalar, nonstrongly interacting particles that serve the pur
pose of giving masses to intermediate vector bosons and quarks, 
without breaking the sacred renormalizability of the theory.
They enjoy a considerable lack of popularity among theorists, 
in spite of the fact that nobody has been able to substitute 
them by some more "dynamical" mechanism. From an experimental 
point of view, they are rather sneaky, extremely hard to find 
if their mass is larger than vi,5 GeV,107 and very hard to find 
in any case.187

V o x  p o p u l i used to be that nothing much could be predicted 
about the Higgs', even in the simplest Weinberg-Salam (WS) model 
with only one of them (electrically neutral) surviving as a real 
particle. Recently Linde108 and independently Weinberg16* have 
proved this point of view wrong. The stability of vacuum (along 
with the facts that gauge couplings are 0(e) and the vacuum ex
pectation value of the Higgs field is 0(Gp‘)I implies a lower 
limit for the Higgs mass of order e2Gp** -v a few GeV. In the 
simplest W-S model this limit is 3̂.72 GeV. A reasonable esti
mate for the mass of the lightest Higgs particle may be 5 to 
10 GeV. m  If these considerations are correct, finding neutral 
Higgs particles will be very difficult, although there is some 
dim hope in the reactions

и H ...
I +u u

(Ref. 107)

for which the cross sections have been calculated to be rather 
small. In models with more than the original single Higgs 
doublet of W-S some electrically charged Higgs' may survive as ' 
real particles. These would of course be much easier to detect. 
A charged Higgs H+ weakly decaying into a lighter neutral H 
(H+ * HQtv), may even be a candidate interpretation of SLAC's 
U-particle.8

IV-3. "Superunifications" of Weak, Strong and Electromagnetic 
Interactions

The idea that all interactions may have a common origin is 
very appealing, particularly now that unified modelJ of weak and 
electromagnetic interactions seem to have a lot to do with Nature. 
Several models that unify the strong interaction with the weak 
and electromagnetic have been proposed. They have the advantage 
of being real unifications: there is only one gauge coupling, 
electric charge is commensurate and the value of the weak mix
ing angle 0ад is fixed. They have the limitation of not offer
ing an explanation for the hierarchy of degrees of symmetry 
breakdown and the strengths of the interactions. None of the 
models proposed so far has, in my opinion, the appealing unique
ness of truth.

I will only mention two models, both based on e supergroup 
that contains the "phenomenological’' SU{3) [color] * SU{2) * u(l) 
(weak and electromagnetic] group:
i) Georgi and Glashow111 proposed SU(5) as the панде «super

group. They proved that it is the "inescapable'' embedding 
of SU(3) * SU(2) * U(l), provided that only the four "old" 
leptons exist, an assumption that may now be in disfavor. 
The value of sin*8w is 3/8 at superhigh energies and is 
pushed down by renormalization effects at accessible 
energies.1U



ii) Gunadyan, Gursey, Ramond and Sikivie113 have proposed a
very novel approach based on the use of octonium quantum 
mechanics and E? as the gauge supergroup. The model re-* 
quires two extra charged leptons, perhaps good news, and 
has the right-handed couplings that may have been observed 
(y-anomaly) .

A common feature of superunifications that is extremely in
teresting from an experimental point of view is their icono
clastic disrespect for the conservation of baryon and lepton 
numbers. Generalized charges that do not couple to massless 
gauge fields are not conserved. The strength of baryon and 
lepton number nonconservation is unfortunately tunable by hand, 
but the suggestion is there that the search for proton decay or 
rare processes like К ■* ue should proceed. It has been recently 
argued that, quite surprisingly, even in nonsuperunified the
ories. like the standard W-S model, baryon number is not con
served. The proton lifetime, however, is enormously long.11'

V. AN ALTERNATIVE TO THE STANDARD MODEL: PHYSICAL COLOR 

I have concentrated on the standard model as the optimal 
frame around which to discuss recent phenomenological progress.
Zt goes without saying that there are alternatives. I will 
only discuss a very interesting one, proposed by Pati and 
Salam (PS).

In the standard modsl, the assertion that colored particles 
(quarks and gluons) are confined and do not belong to the spec
trum of physical states is, for the time being, a dogma. By 
definition a dogma is a statement that must not necessarily be 
believed. PS, quite logically, choose to disbelieve this aspect 
of the standard credo and propose models where color is not con
fined and quarks and gluons exist as real particles. I will 
only concentrate on one of their proposals, based on SU(2)̂  * 
SU(2)p (weak and electromagnetic] « SUM) [color and lepton number] 
as a gauge group. In their model, quarks may have Han-Nambu 
integer charges, with the assignments:

CB CR CG 0 1 0

“в “r UG Ve 0 1 0

dB dG с -1 0 0 -1

3B SB BG 1-1 0 0 -1

The classical criticism of this kind of model is that with 
Han-Nambu quark charges, some gluons necessarily have integer 
charges. But with charged fundamental vector particles as pos
sible "parton" constituents, one seems to lose two successful 
predictions of the standard model that has quarks as its only 
charged partons. The predictions are the Callan-Gross (CG) deep- 
inelastic electrcproduction relation'* and the Liewellyn-Smith 
relation117 between deep inelastic neutrino and electron scatter
ing cross sections:

c L / a T ; D (CG)

. o[v(p-m) = ilf F*(p-m)dx (Ll-SI
GrI"pEv

This difficulty has been recently removed by Roy and 
Rajasekaran and PS.1" They have proved that in a gauge theory 
of color (as opposed to a non-gauge theory) there is, at moderate 
Q}, a cancellation between photon exchange and massive gluon ex

change that reduces the deviations from the CG and Ll-S relations 
to a perfectly tolerable level. In my o p i n i o n ,  there remains 
another difficulty. With real massive gluons, the parton model 
itself (Bjorken scaling) is unnatural. PS argue that gluons may 
be heavy "outside" (hadron matter) and light "inside”. But this 
is substituting a standard dogma (color confinement) by an old 
principle (Archimedes').

PS go as far as suggesting that quarks and colored vector 
mesons may already have been found as the U-particle and some of 
the e+e" resonances, respectively. The experimental checks of these 
brave assignments have been discussed by Salam in the parallel 
session.'1

VI. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

In the previous conference of this series (London, July 
1974) John Iliopoulos felt confident enough to make the fol
lowing bet, that I quote almost verbatim:m "I am ready to bet 
now a  w h o l e  c a s e  o f  w i n e  that the entire next conference will 
be dominated by the discovery of the c h u r n e d  p a r t i c l e s . " As 
of a couple of months ago and particularly as of this conference, 
I am very glad not to have taken his bet. It has become cus
tomary, and it is adequate in Georgia, to state ones hopes or 
convictions in the form of d i p e i c  public bets. What can I bet 
will happen before the next conference of this series? The fol
lowing possibilities come to mind:
i) The discovery of new leptons, quarks or hadrons contain

ing new quarks.
ii) The discovery of new fundamental particles that are not 

fermions, say intermediate vector bosons or elementary 
scalars (Higgs'),

iii) The violation of sacrosanct conservation laws, like baryon 
or lepton number,

iv) The unearthing of evidence for new fundamental concepts 
that are not "just" new particles, like an elementary 
length. ш

None of the above discoveries seems to me imminent enough to con
fidently put my money on it on a two-year period basis. I will 
therefore choose to bet quantity, rather than quality, and para
phrasing Iliopoulos: ”1 am ready to bet now a  w h o l e  w i n e  s t o r e  

that the next conference will again be dominated by the discovery

of c h a r m e d  p a r t i c l e s  and their pals." The pals are an after
thought .

Consider the (so far) three "dimensions" of the hadronic 
world: isospin (or charge), strangeness (or hypercharge) and 
charm (or supercharge)• It has been an irony of history that 
of the particles that seem to contain charmed quarks, the first 
to be discovered was J/Ф, that allegedly contains a charmed 
quark-antiquark pair, resulting in an overall rather discreet 
charm. About eighteen months later we finally have d i r e c t  evi
dence for particles with nomero charm: D's and D ‘s. Without 
fear of sounding like a science fiction writer, I believe the 
main conclusions to be: a  new d i m e n s i o n  o f  t h e  h a d r o n i c  w o r l d  

h a s  b e e n  f o u n d ,  t h e  c r e d i b i l i t y  c f  q u a r k s  a n d  g a u g e  f i e l d  

t h e o r i e s  i s  up  h i g h . We should not stop to pat our backs, the 
fascinating exploration of this new dimension lies ahead of us.



I have benefited from discussions with too many people to 
name, mainly at Harvard, Brandeis and M.I.T. On a less pro
vincial level, I have learned much in conversations with my 
Soviet colleagues, and I am particularly indebted to Lev Okun.
I would also like to thank the organizers of the Conference,
N. N. Bogoliubov, V. P. Djelepov, V. G. Kadyshevski and A. N. 
Tavkheiidze for giving me the occasion to talk at a very suc
cessful meeting.

threshold region. The continuous line is a prediction 
by Kogut and Sueekind.* The positions of the narrow 
resonances are indicated, ae well as the calculated 
positions of important two-charmed meson thresholds.

Fig. 2 The continuous line is the experimental, "smeared" R as
a function of s.*1 The dotted line is a five-quark plus
onc-heavy-lepton model.* The dashed line is to guide
the eye. The excess over it may be due to charmed
baryon production. Calculated5* charmed baryon thresh**
olds are indicated. The combined effect of or E*с с
thresholds is expected to be much more important than 
the ЛСЛС threshold.®

(o) RECOIL SPECTRUM AGAINST D°

SMEARED WITH 20 MeV RESOLUTION

Fig. 3 Calculated recoil mass spectrum* Against a detected D e ,  

smeared over a 20-MeV resolution. The "splitting of D*' 
is not evidence for two different particles, but is due 
to kinematical reflections.

(b) RECOIL SPECTRUM AGAINST D*

Fig. 4 Calculated recoil mass spectrum* against a detected C+, 
smeared over a 20-MeV resolution. Kinematical reflec
tions are relatively unimportant.



Tig. 5 Comparison of theory * and experiment** for the invariant 
mass spectrum recoiling against a detected D#.

Pig. 6 Comparison of theory* and experiment* for the invariant 
mass spectrum recoiling against a detected D+.
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